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About the CRRMH 
The Centre for Rural and Remote Mental Health (CRRMH) is based in Orange NSW and is a major 
rural initiative of the University of Newcastle and the NSW Ministry of Health. Our staff are located 
across rural and remote NSW.  
The Centre is committed to improving mental health and wellbeing in rural and remote communities. 
We focus on the following key areas:  

• the promotion of good mental health and the prevention of mental illness;  
• developing the mental health system to better meet the needs of people living in rural and 

remote regions; and 
• understanding and responding to rural suicide. 

As the Australian Collaborating Centre for the International Foundation for Integrated Care, we promote 
patient-centred rather than provider-focused care that integrates mental and physical health concerns. 
As part of the University of Newcastle, all of our activities are underpinned by research evidence and 
evaluated to ensure appropriateness and effectiveness. 
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Executive Summary 
Country music singer Melinda Schneider became an ambassador for RAMHP in October 2020, 
creating opportunities to develop community events that focus on mental health and wellbeing, 
with music used as a drawcard. The events were designed to start conversations about mental 
health, reduce stigma, increase mental health knowledge, increase access to resources and 
community connectedness. There were four events held in June 2021, which coincided with the 
release and touring of Melinda’s new album, Be Gentle on Yourself. 

267 people attended the events across four locations (Goulburn, Dubbo, Wagga and Casino). 

Key Findings 

Key Learnings 
1. Charge for these events in the future or include a bucket for donation - people were willing to 

pay and there would be fewer ‘no shows’ 
2. Ensure there is access to a Functions Manager at venues for weekend events 
3. Continue to seek opportunities for lived experience involvement in RAMHP events 
4. Provide extra (formal) support and processes for people with a ‘lived experience’ i.e. time 

allocated for check-ins after and before each event 
5. Partner with other organisations (eg. Glenrac) to take these events to more communities 

• RAMHP Coordinators were strongly in favour of future events like the Be Gentle on Yourself 
Roadshow  

• The events were well attended and generated waiting lists underscoring the appeal of events 
like this in rural and remote NSW 

• Attendees had a consistent understanding of poor mental health but had a broad range of 
strategies to keep well 

• Community events work well when they are informal and allow for socialising between attendees 
• The presentation was well received but could benefit from greater adaptation to local audiences 
• The story of lived experience resonated with audiences and helped people open up about their 

own lives 
• The events increased community awareness of RAMHP and established the program as a key 

contact for participants if mental health concerns arise 
• Coordinators talked to community members as a result of these events 
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Overview of the Be Gentle on Yourself Tour 
One of the principles of the Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP) is to identify and 
leverage opportunities to provide mental health information and advice to a broad range of 
people across rural and remote communities.  
RAMHP is the flagship program of the Centre for Rural and Remote Mental Health (CRRMH), 
University of Newcastle and has been funded by the NSW Mental Health Branch since 
2007. Twenty RAMHP coordinators are employed by NSW Health in rural local health districts to 
deliver mental health training, disseminate mental health information and work in partnership with 
rural organisations to create integrated responses for priority groups and issues. RAMHP’s goal 
is to ensure that people in rural and remote NSW, who need mental health assistance are 
identified and linked to appropriate services and resources.  
Melinda Schneider became an ambassador for RAMHP in October 2020, which presented an 
opportunity to pair music and wellbeing messaging to attract rural people to events (view 
Ambassador video here). Melinda is a much loved and respected Australian country music singer 
and songwriter. Melinda has a lived experience of mental ill-health and was keen to share her 
story. Her story was relevant to rural audiences, particularly women (view her lived experience 
video here). 
The draw and relatability of Melinda along with RAMHP’s ability to deliver mentally healthy 
messages can start conversations about mental health, reduce stigma, increase mental health 
knowledge, increase access to resources and community connectedness, and foster sustainable 
partnerships.  

With a new album and planned tour in 2021, an opportunity arose for Melinda to progress her 
relationship and profile as a RAMHP Ambassador. The Be Gentle on Yourself album is 
comprised of six songs that relate to mental health issues (see website here). The companion 
tour along with Melinda’s support and enthusiasm were the impetus for RAMHP and the CRRMH 
to organise pilot roadshow events. These roadshow events included Melinda sharing her lived 
experience story, a short information session and an opportunity to sing one of Melinda’s songs 
as a group. With the tour already planned, the CRRMH selected four pilot communities that were 
tied to RAMHP locations. These were Wagga, Goulburn, Casino and Dubbo to be conducted in 
June 2021.  By piggybacking Melinda’s existing tour, the CRRMH significantly reduced costs as 
travel costs were halved etc. Melinda also reduced her speaking fee which is usually between 
$7-10K to $3300 due to her role as a RAMHP Ambassador. The CRRMH managed the project 
from inception to evaluation including the project planning, promotion of events via a mix of 
traditional and social media, additional staffing with the RAMHP Coordinators at each event to 
ensure smooth event coordination, technical support and additional psychosocial support 
capacity. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC8lgkwoO74&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4IkEFCpIZE
http://www.begentleonyourself.com.au/
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Project Purpose: 
To trial a pilot event consisting of the delivery of four events in identified rural communities in 
partnership with the RAMHP and the RAMHP Ambassador Melinda Schneider.  

The components of each event included: 
 Welcome to Country (10 mins) - Elder from the community 
 Introduction - MC (5 mins) – notable local community representative 
 RAMHP presentation: local RAMHP Coordinator - ‘Wellbeing and You’ (25-30 mins) 
 Short break – tea and coffee (10 minutes) and nibblies 
 Keynote speech (50 mins): RAMHP Ambassador Melinda Schneider (lived experience 

story and 3-5 songs from the ‘Be Gentle on Yourself’ album) 
 Q and A session: RAMHP Coordinator, Melinda Schneider and MC (15 mins) 

Media Opportunity: RAMHP Coordinator and Melinda Schneider 

Note: A full briefing for all the participants was held prior to each event. This will be facilitated 
by the local RAMHP Coordinator and Comms Coordinator. 

The purpose is to identify any current community challenges/ issues as well as provide an 
education session on appropriate language to use based on the Mindframe framework which 
supports safe portrayal and communication about suicide, mental ill-health, alcohol and 
other drugs - https://mindframe.org.au/ 

Objectives: 
1. Deliver 4 events in targeted rural communities (Wagga Wagga, Goulburn, Dubbo and 

Casino) 
2. Educate communities about mental health issues - increase mental health literacy 
3. Increase awareness of RAMHP brand and local RAMHP Coordinators 
4. Increase and encourage help-seeking by incorporating the voice of lived experience 
5. Increase awareness of local services and connect people in need 
6. Engage and enhance the wellbeing of local communities through music  
7. Support rural people and communities after a tough 2020 
8. Reduce the stigma around mental ill-health 

Target Audience: 
 Primary – rural women from each of the communities 
 Secondary - rural communities including women’s husbands, fathers, families, 

colleagues, and friends 
 People who are struggling with mental ill-health 
 Country music fans – tap into the existing fan base 

The event was promoted through radio, print and online in local and RAMHP communication 
channels. 

Data collection 

There were three methods of data collection for this evaluation. Mentimeter was used to poll 
audiences during the event and establish baselines of awareness. Online surveys 
(SurveyMonkey) were sent out following the event to assess satisfaction with and suitability of 
the event. Participants indicated their consent to receive an email link during the event on sign-
on sheets. Finally, RAMHP coordinators and event organisers were contacted for feedback about 
the planning, organisation and running of the events to establish lessons for the future.  

https://mindframe.org.au/
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Findings  

 

Audience Feedback  
185 people used the online engagement and polling tool, Mentimeter, at the events. There were 
trends in the way they understood warning signs for poor mental health. Their responses are 
shown in the word cloud, below. Each participant was asked to submit 3 words.  

Participants were also asked what they did to look after themselves. The responses illustrate the 
range of practices that people do or know they should do to maintain their wellbeing (see figure, 
below). 161 people submitted 296 responses. The most common was exercise with 23 people 
responding that they used it to keep well. The responses showed a range of activities that 
contain inward or outward thinking, and highlights that people have very different conceptions of 
wellbeing – which is a lesson for RAMHP to cater to a range of people who have different mental 
health and wellbeing needs. Although withdrawal was commonly listed as a sign of poor mental 
health above, some people also use it as a strategy to keep well.  
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Evaluation findings 
97% of participants were satisfied or very satisfied with the event. Each Coordinator strongly 
believed events such as these should continue and were able to describe meetings with 
community members who had found the event valuable. The events were also used as an 
opportunity for linking people to resources and services. The inclusion of a lived experience story 
was viewed as an explicit benefit. Events such as these were seen as a key strategy in 
decreasing the stigma that surrounds mental health.  

Most participants felt that the venue was suitable (94.1% agreed), the event was of an 
appropriate duration (92.1% felt it was the right length, 11.9% felt it was too short), and the group 
sizes were appropriate (92.1% agreed). Although, these events were held in four different 
locations with different group sizes, as such the attendees may simply have enjoyed the event 
and so felt everything was set up appropriately. RAMHP Coordinators suggested that the group 
sizes should be no bigger than about 80 people. The Coordinators and project team reflected 
that although the venues were suitable that some of the organisation or coordination provided by 
the venue was less prepared than it could have been, which caused stress for all organisers. The 
coordinators stated that it was important to maintain a casual atmosphere rather than a 
formal/classroom set-up. One coordinator stated that a longer presentation would allow them to 
cover local services, which could be of benefit to the attendees. The Coordinators realised that 
no time of the day or week would capture everyone, and each believed their event (midweek 
evening, Saturday lunchtime or Sunday morning) was reasonably successful. 

Participants related strongly to Melinda’s story and found all the presenters very engaging. 
Melinda was seen as an excellent presenter, ambassador and lived experience storyteller by the 
Coordinators. However, the Coordinators stated that it is vital to provide ongoing support to 
Ambassadors, particularly those with a lived experience as sharing their stories can be 
emotionally taxing. One Coordinator suggested that all RAMHP Coordinators should attend lived 
experience training (eg as provided by the Mental Health Coordinating Council) to be more 
qualified to support presenters in the event of triggering events or audiences questions.  

97% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that the session had helped them learn more 
about the importance of mental health and wellbeing. One Coordinator noted that the inclusion of 
a meal allowed for time to mingle between attendees, which helped to support their wellbeing. 
The Coordinators saw the presentation as solid, but wanted to slightly tweak the content based 
on the audience, and keep it very simple (eg. circles of control may be too complex for a short 
presentation). They felt that future informal presentations such as these should focus on showing 
rather than telling. 
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The use of the online engagement and polling tool, Mentimeter, was supported by four of the five 
Coordinators. They felt that it was a good tool to support engagement, but that it shouldn’t be the 
main attraction. They were pleasantly surprised at how the generally older crowd used the 
technology. In some settings, Mentimeter can detract from the intimacy of the event and as such 
careful consideration of its use is advisable. Using Mentimeter or another method to facilitate a 
longer question and answer session (with appropriate censoring and support for speakers) was 
supported as a strategy for future presentations.  

The Coordinators appreciated the level of support given to them by the CRRMH. They said they 
“couldn’t have done it without the [communications coordinator]”. The CRRMH managed the 
majority of the event coordination, promotion and attendance and led the development of the 
content of the event. Clear communication across the project team and Coordinators about the 
target audience, plan and purpose of the event was viewed as integral to the success of future 
projects. It will also be valuable for some level of flexibility to be included in future state-wide 
event models to allow Coordinators to adapt to their locality and skillset. These communication 
channels could also allow Coordinators to learn between events about the successes and 
limitations of the earlier events, and adjust accordingly.  

Nearly half (46.5%) of participants said they would contact RAMHP in the future and only 11.9% 
said they would not. This is a promising result as 64.3% of participants had not heard of RAMHP 
before the event. Coordinators noted that participants readily took the RAMHP print materials at 
the end of the session, which they felt highlighted their appeal and appropriateness. Coordinators 
reported that they were approached at the end of the event for discussions, including people in 
tears, eager to discuss how the event made them feel and any issues that they may face. This 
underscored the need to provide numerous professionals or counsellors at the event for people 
to talk to easily. One Coordinator recommended that four people should be available for events 
of this size. This could include RAMHP Coordinators or other mental health professionals (eg. 
rural counsellors). 

Finally, there were some issues with registration and attendance. Several of the events had a 
high number of non-attendance which frustrated the presenters and community as there was a 
waiting list for these events (355 registrations total and 267 attendees). Most people at the 
events and the Coordinators suggested that a small price ($5-10) be attached to the registration 
to make those who register more likely to attend.  A donation box could also be included to 
support future events if attendees felt the event was worthwhile 
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Key Learnings 

1. Charge for these events in the future or include a bucket for donation - people were 
willing to pay and there would be fewer ‘no shows’ 

2. Ensure there is access to a Functions Manager at venues for weekend events 
3. Continue to seek opportunities for lived experience involvement in RAMHP events 
4. Provide extra (formal) support and processes for people with a ‘lived experience’ i.e. 

time allocated for check-ins after and before each event 
5. Partner with other organisations (eg. Glenrac) to take these events to more 

communities 

Conclusion 
The Be Gentle on Yourself Roadshow Wellbeing events were successful events that built the 
profile of RAMHP and delivered a useful session to people in rural communities in NSW. They 
represent a model of event delivery with RAMHP ambassadors and lived experience presenters 
that can be adapted and refined for future events. Community events are supported by the 
community that attend and the RAMHP Coordinators that deliver them. They assist RAMHP in 
delivering the INFORM and TRAIN pillars of the program and create opportunities to LINK new 
people to services and resources.  
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• Thanks RAMHP – it was a beautiful gathering & I really enjoyed listening to Camilla & Melinda - so inspiring! 
• I attended this yesterday at Dubbo. Melinda gave so much of herself to all of us. Thank you thank you Highly 

recommend going to this if an option. Looked at values and belief systems, struggle and pain, vulnerability and 
away forward to continuing growth and freedom of expression. Thanks to Melinda and the team at RAMHP 

• This was amazing today. Very touching 
• This is such a wonderful initiative 
• Absolutely amazing session, thank you Melinda! Well done RAMHP team on such a successful first event! 
• Judy is amazing. Nice work to all involved. 
• A wonderful morning, all the speakers were very informative and your story Melinda was heart wrenching, glad 

you sought the help and support from wonderful people and you are now heading in the right direction! 
🥰🥰💕💕Your songs and voice are amazing! 

• So grateful to the local team at RAMHP for bringing you to Dubbo Melinda! You are an inspiration! 
• It was a great morning! Lots of inspo and info!! Xx 
• Highly recommend this workshop. The team and Melinda were awesome 
• [From Tracey Doherty, MC of Casino event] One lady come up to me after the event and said she wanted the 

team to know that this was delivered perfectly, it is so important to have those conversations about mental ill 
health and the information was delivered in a way that portrayed the importance of looking after ourselves 
without being confronting. Well done to all involved. 

• A wonderful afternoon, and we thank you all 
• What a team you were all fabulous 
• Thank you so much for yesterday’s lunch presentation and music, you are a wonderful human being 
• Went for a nice morning out …took home some encouragement, some challenges and bucket loads of 

inspiration. Thank you x 
• Loved the workshop - Melinda, your presentation was thought evoking, and inspiring… it was lovely to have also 

met you x you are SO Courageous x 
• Thankyou so much for tonight's show and sharing with us your story. You are a real inspiration xxx 
• It's a good thing you are doing. Bravo. 
• Thank you RAMHP. Well done Melinda. Your presentation was so open, honest & encouraging. Please BGOY & 

breathe, always xx 
• What an amazing day I got to experience this and absolutely loved it and I learnt so much as well Thankyou so 

much Rural Adversity Mental Health Program - RAMHP and Melinda Schneider 😊😊😊😊 
• so very valuable in so many ways 💜💜 
• Thank you RAMHP and Melinda ... today’s presentation was so good and unbelievably moving on many levels 

The songs you sang Melinda were so meaningful and touched many Thank you for the opportunity to be a part 
of today’s event 💖💖 

• Melinda’s talk on her experiences with mental health was very powerful and emotional at times as it was told 
with humour delivering a serious message. We look after our physical health but are to busy with life to check in 
how we are mentally doing. A daily checkin could STOPP the black dog (depression) from inviting itself into your 
life and making it self comfortable on the lounge. Lets keep having conversations about mental health as it is the 
silent killer in our society. Thank you RAMHP for making this event possible. Thank you Melinda you are an 
absolute delight to talk to and very open in sharing your experiences. Sometimes we forget “It is a great day to 
be alive” 

Appendices 
 

Social media feedback from the Melinda Schneider Be Gentle on Yourself Roadshow 
Wellbeing Events 
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Event times and locations:   

The workshops were held throughout June 2021 

Time and location of events were as follows:  

1. WAGGA 
Workshop: Saturday, 5 June- 10-12 noon 
Venue:  Wagga RSL (Mirage Room) 
Tea/coffee and biscuits provided 

2. GOULBURN 
Workshop: Thursday, 17 June -5:30-7:30pm 
Venue: The Soldiers Club, Goulburn 
Tea/coffee, cheese and biscuits provided 

3. DUBBO 
Workshop: Sunday, 20 June 10-12 noon 
Venue:  Dubbo RSL (Auditorium) 
Tea/coffee, scones, jam and cream provided 

4. CASINO 
Workshop: Saturday, 27 June 12-2pm 
Venue: Casino RSM (Auditorium) 
Lunch provided and sponsored by Resilience NSW and Richmond Valley Council 

 

MCs at each of the events was as follows: 
Casino - Tracey Doherty - Community Engagement, Women on the Land, Volunteer 
Goulburn - Wendy Tuckerman – Local Member for Goulburn 
Dubbo – Jennifer Cowley – Journalist, Editor and Author 
Wagga – Aimee Makeham (RAMHP) acted in this role 
 

Event Attendance 

Wagga – 46 
Goulburn – 57 
Dubbo- 92 
Casino – 72 

TOTAL – 267 

 



 
 

 
 

Centre for Rural and Remote Mental Health 
T: +61 2 6363 8444 E: crrmh@newcastle.edu.au 
PO Box 8043 Orange East NSW 2800 

    

 

https://www.crrmh.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/crrmh/?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/crrmhnsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTyKF-qXG1g1hND6tiTZdzw
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